
Anleitung: Bunte Seife aus der Kuchenform
Instructions No. 396
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 20 Minutes

Soap in soap - this is how the pattern in these "cake pieces" is created. The
trick is the combination of white and transparent casting soap - very simple
and very effective. And fortunately, even casted soap bars are always a
welcome gift.

It'sthat simple 

Making decorative pink soap bars
Melt white casting soap in a water bath using the ladle. Stir red Soap colour drop by drop into the liquid soap, giving the soap a pastel pink hue.

Pour the liquid soap 1-2 cm high into a box form and let it cool down in the refrigerator for about 30 minutes. Then take the soap block out of the box mould
and cut the soap with a long knife into narrow strips, then cut them in half again in height and length.

Making a transparent soap with inclusions
Melt all the transparent casting soap in the microwave according to the instructions and stir in pink drops of it Soap colour A transparent, soft pink shade is
created. Scented oil can be stirred into the soap drop by drop according to personal preference.

Pour the liquid soap into the box mould, while gradually placing the opaque pink stripes into the mass until the box mould is filled 

Leave to cool overnight, then remove from the box mould and cut into 2 cm wide slices with a large knife 

Our extra tip: 
You can smooth the surfaces with a cheese slicer and decorate the edges with an economy peeler. For further storage, the individual panes should be wrapped
in cling film.

Design soaps with relief shapes and natural flower inclusions: Our idea soap with lavender flowers shows you how easy it is to create beautiful soap bars in
country house style 

Alternative Soap design
Transparent soap is particularly suitable for
decorative soap bars with any inclusions. For
example, plastic buttons or figures can be used
for this purpose.

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/seife-mit-lavendelblueten-t415/


Article number Article name Qty
506427-01 VBS Eco pouring soap, White300 g 1
505901 Pouring & melting ladle 1
506564-01 Scent oil, 10 mlVanilla 1
506557-03 Soap colour, 10mlPink 1
661140 VBS Wooden sticks "Nature" 1
506434-01 VBS Eco pouring soap, Transparent300 g 1
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